Introducing
Georgia State
University’s Legal
Analytics Lab

The Robinson College of Business at Georgia State
University (GSU), with support from GSU’s College of Law,
recently launched a groundbreaking legal analytics lab.
The lab is housed in Robinson’s Institute for Insight and
brings together students, data scientists, and business
and legal scholars to analyze millions of litigation filings
and outcomes, corporate financial disclosures, patent
applications and other legal documents to identify patterns
and evaluate how the law operates to predict future
outcomes.
The legal analytics lab will first focus on three subject
areas: civil litigation, intellectual property, and compliance
and corporate social responsibility. The lab welcomes
strategic partners, including companies and law firms.

robinson.gsu.edu/legalanalytics/

Georgia State’s Legal Analytics Lab Tackles Projects
at the Intersection of Business, Law and Big Data.
Current Projects
•

For an international provider of insurance coverage to directors and officers, mining corporate disclosure filings
and other materials to uncover predictors of securities class action lawsuit filings and litigation outcomes.

•

With U.S. Department of Labor grant funding, using text mining and machine learning to analyze judges’
decisions in cases where a worker’s status as an employee or independent contractor is in dispute.

•

Through the Labor Department grant, working with the Free Law Project to expand a free searchable archive of
federal court opinions.

•

Using networking mapping and analysis to understand a substantial increase in Fair Labor Standards Act
litigation and its spread across jurisdictions.

•

Using machine learning to identify fintech patent applications and to assess their impact on the financial
services industry.

Georgia State University
Ranked alongside MIT and Stanford as one of the most innovative
institutions in the country, Georgia State University is on the rise. The
university provides its world-class faculty and more than 50,000 students
with unsurpassed connections to opportunities available in Atlanta, one of
the 21st century’s great global cities.
4th most innovative university in the nation
8th best undergraduate teaching in the nation
11th most diverse university in the nation
U.S. News & World Report (2017)

Robinson College of Business
The Robinson College of Business is a community of students, educators
and professionals who specialize in discovering insights that drive smarter
business decisions. Home to more Georgia executives than any other
university, our programs are designed to push beyond the classroom and
offer experiences that bridge the gap between business education and the
business world.
#3 in the Southeast - five-year research productivity
University of Texas at Dallas, Business School Research Rankings (2017)
#5 Risk Management and Insurance undergraduate program
#10 Computer Information Systems undergraduate program
#11 Computer Information Systems graduate program
U.S. News & World Report (2017)

Follow us on social media to stay
connected with Robinson
RobinsonCollege
@RobinsonCollege
robinson.gsu.edu/linkedin
@RobinsonCollege

